The unidirectional fluxes of sodium, chloride, anid potassium across the mnembrane of striated muscle cells are described under a number of experiniental conditions. The results are compared with the predicted behavior of simple membranes. With the possible exception of chloride, it is concluded that the movements of these ions cannot be described without postulating variable permeabilities or a variable nunmber of 'carriers' or 'sites' in the membrane.
IT IS NOW widely accepted that many substances cross cellular membranes by special mechanisms. The movement of an ion into a region of greater electrochemical potential plainly requires a mechanism which can be linked to a source of energy, but even movements down gradients of chemical or electrochemical potential may require special mechanisms if they are to take place with sufficient speed. The facilitated diffusion of glucose across the wall of the red cell is an example. It is becoming increasingly clear that the movements of many inorganic ions across the surface membrane of muscle cells cannot be explained in terms of diffusional and electrical forces only.
A muscle cell is thought to maintain its internal ionic composition by pumping out the sodium that enters the cell by diffusion down the sodium coneentration gradient. Linked to the driven outward sodium movement, but not necessarily in a 1 to 1 manner, there is an inward potassium movement. The potential across the cell membrane will have a value such that the potassium lost from the cell by movement down its concentration gradient is balanced by the active uptake. Since the electrochemical potential of chloride appears to be equal on either side of the membrane, there is no need to postulate any energy-consuming mechanism influencing chloride movements. This description is probably valid as a general outline of the situaFrom the Physiology Laboratory, Cambridge University, Cambridge, England. tion,' though there is disagreement on the occurrence of linked sodium and potassium movements.2'3 A number of authors do not agree that a sodium pump is necessary and prefer to consider that the high, internal potassium concentration of nerve and muscle cells is the result of binding on selective sites distributed throughout the substance of the cell. 4' 6 In what follows I will assume that the internal ions behave as if they were in free solution and that the rate-limiting step for ionic movements resides within the plasma membrane. But even making this assumption we are faced with a large number of unanswered questions about how ions move in the membrane.
For an ion which is-acted on only by the forces of thermal agitation and electrical po- Ussing15 has suggested a mechanism whieh will account for deviations from the flux ratio equation in the opposite direction-for a flux ratio which is less sensitive to changes in potential and concentration than predicted by equation 1 . If a carrier molecule exists in the membrane which is unable to cross from one side to the other unless combined with a particular kind of ion, there will be equal and opposite movements of this ion carried across the membrane by the movement of the ion-carrier complex. If the carrier is unable to combine with any other ion and unable to cross the membrane uncombined, the magnitude of the equal carrier-born influx and effliux will be independent of the membrane potential and dependent on the concentrations on either side of the membrane. Since the influx must always equal ADRIAN the efflux there can be no net movement of an ion by such a mechanism. Keynes In muscle as opposed to nerve, there is some evidence that there are two channels for the movement of potassium into and out of the fiber.28 Both channels are capable of carrying a eurrent of potassium ions, but they appear to rectify in opposite directions. There certaiiily exists in muscle a mechanism similar to the nerve mechanism and responsible for the rapid falling phase of the action potential (delayed rectification). This mechanism has not been studied in detail in muscle, because so far it has not proved possible to apply voltage-clamp techniques to muscle fibers capable of conducting action potentials. In high potassium most of the potassium movement appears to be by a channel which presents a high resistance when the net movement is in an outward direction (anomalous rectification). Katz22 showed that when the internal and external potassium concentration were nmade equal and there was no other ion which could carry current, the membrane showed a remarkable asymmetry, having a low resistance for inward current and a high resistaniee for outward current. Figure 3 shows the same kind of current-voltage relation obtained from an isolated muscle fiber in a sulfate solution with an external potassium coneentration of 100 mM.
WVhile the possibility exists that the passage Im, Ja/cm2 figure 3 , though, by appropriately varying the permeability coefficient with potential, this or indeed any other current-voltage relation can be imitated. The validity or usefulness of such arbitrary variation of the permeability "constant" has given rise to a good deal of discussion.23 24 25 The potassium current can be considered as the difference between the influx and efflux of potassium when these are altered by altering the membrane potential. It is therefore of interest to study the two fluxes separately under conditions of net potassium movement. It is difficult to alter the membrane potential of muscle by electrical methods during the course of a tracer experiment, but one may do so by making use of situations where the chloride permeability is much greater than the potassium permeability, and the membrane potential therefore controlled by the chloride concentration ratio.17 Muscles were loaded with extra internal potassium and chloride by putting them into a Ringer's solution with a KCl concentration of 100 mM and a NaCl concentration of 120 mM. They reach a steady state in this solution in about 3 hours with an extra 100 mM/l. of both potassium and chloride internally. If the internal potassium has been labeled with 42K, the steady state efflux into the high KCl solution is found to be about 100 pmole/em.2/ sec. Figure 4 shows the effect on the membrane potential and the rate constant for the loss of 42K of replacing the external chloride Circulation, Volume XXVI, November 1962 with sulfate but leaving the external potassium concentration unaltered at 100 mM. The solutions were arranged so that no immediate movement of water takes place when they are changed. The inside potential alters suddenly from -20 mV to +50 mV. In this situation there should be net outward movements of both potassium and chloride, and they can be shown to occur by direct chemical analysis.26 But the efflux of potassium drops. Since there is a net outward movement the influx must also have dropped. One may say then that with constant concentrations on either side of the membrane both efflux and influx are reduced when the potential is altered in a direction that would lead one to expect an increased efflux, if the permeability were constant.
If after a similar period in the high KCl The internal potential and the rate constant for the loss of 42K measured on two similarly treated muscles. At the beginning of each experiment., the muscle had been in a solution containing 100 mM KCI and 119 mM NaCI. Sucrose aind SO4 were used to replace Cl isomotically. The external K concentration remained unaltered throughout. ADRIAN solution, a muscle is transferred to a solution with the same chloride concentration but with sodium, lithium, or choline replacing most or all of the potassium, the potential remains unaltered but the efflux of 42K drops by a factor of 10 or more ( fig. 5) all transfer of isotope takes place by an exchange diffusion mechanism, with a fixed number of potassium-saturated sites in an outer region of the cell. A difficulty of such a scheme is that the potassium conductance must be zero when the membrane potential equals the potassium equilibrium potential and the influx and efflux are equal.
Sjodin27 suggested that rubidium and caesium alter the permeability of the muscle membrane to potassium, and he has shown recently25 that rubidium and caesium reduce the uptake of 42K by muscle. To account for these effects, he has suggested that rubidium, caesium, and potassium compete for a fixed number of sites in the membrane which are not necessarily saturated. In the absence of a competing ion, the uptake of each ion as a function of its external concentration is supposed to be given by the equation
Hou rs Figure 5 An experiment similar to the one shown in figure  4 , but in this case the external CI concentration was unaltered and the external K concentration was reduced from 100 mM to 2.5 mM by the substitution of Na. experiments indicate that the influx drops by more than would be expected if it depended only on the external potassium concentration. The effect of removing external potassium on the efflux of potassium is reminiscent of the exchange diffusion of Na, but the mechanism of the potassium effect cannot be the same because, if only one tenth of the steady state flux were capable of carrying current, the potassium conductance of the membrane in the high-KCl solution would be very small. Conductance measurements in the high-KCl solutions are consistent with a flux of about (5) N is the number of sites in the cell surface;
Pi and ki are a pair of constants which Sjodin has compared to the mobility and partition terms in the constant-field permeability coefficient. The values of Pi and ki for each of the three ions are obtained by fitting the uptake rates of 42K, 86Rb, and 137Cs at various external concentrations to the above equation. When two competing ion species are present, the uptake of one of them is supposed to be given by the equation
where k' and C'(0ut) are the appropriate constant and the external concentration of the competing ion. He has achieved an impressive agreement between the theoretical and experinental uptakes under a variety of conditions. However, the agreement must be to some extent a coincidence since it is a feature of Sjodin's model that the influxes are independent of the membrane potential, and we have 4) . By an extension of the kind of experiment shown in figure 5 , one can determine the relation between the efflux of 42K and the external potassiuim concentration at substantially constant membrane potential. Figures  6 and 7 show two such experiments, and figure  8 shows the mean effluxes from a number of It is something of a mystery that the ability of potassium ions to carry current in an outward direction should depend on the external potassium concentration. Rubidium in low concentration promotes the outward movement of potassium, but there is ani optim-iumn rubidium concentration somewhere between 10 and 50 mM. Plainly rubidiunm does not merely act as if it were sodium or lithium in thlis situation; a conclusion which is reinforced by the observation that the efflux of potassium is very much reduced by the presence of rubidium, even though the muscle is in a situation where chloride, potassium, and rubidium are in electrochemical equilibrium.
As far as potassium movements are concerned, the classical equations which relate ionic movements to concentration and electrical force are inadequate, except ill a purely formal way which turns the perineabilitv constant into an empirical variable. But equally the existing carrier or pore hypotheses are unable to cope with the experimental findings.
Better understanding of the mechanisms involved depends upon our ability to separate experimnentally the effects of internal and external concentrations on both fluxes at constant potential fromn the effects on both fluxes of potential at constant concentration.
